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This research was developed to evaluate the fit of
childrenrs panLs made from commercial patterns. A

sample of sixty preschool boys and girJ_s participating
in the study were measured by the researcher at the
waj-st, hip, crotch, and Ieg. Using these recorded

measurements, pants made from a commercial pattern in
the appropriate sizes were tried on the sample

children. Three qualified judges evaluated the pants

on the children for fit as evidenced by appearance and

ease of movement. Data analysis indicated t.hat the fit
of the pant.s as determined by the judges was acceptable

on only 26.82 of the sample, not the 4SZ expected for
it t.o be in accordance with Canada St.andards. It was

concluded that buying a pattern accordingr to the

intended wearerrs measurements wil-1 not guarant.ee a

good fit.
The second part of the research was a comparison of

measurements to the Canada Standards Syst.em. This

widely accepted standard, researched and developed by

the Canadian Government. Standards Board, r^¡as used as
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the standard for this research. The body measurements

of the sample were compared to the body measurements

used by the pattern companies and the Canada Standards

System to see which system more accurately described

the sample. In the analysis of the body measurements

of the sample, it was found that the children ín the

sample more accurately fit into the size ceIl
designations of the Canada Standards than int.o t.hose of
the pattern company.

In addition, the dimensions of the pant pattern

were compared to the dimensions recoÍìmended by the

Canada Standards specifications for childrenrs longr,

fitted pants. Two main concl-usions were drawn from

this comparison: the pattern 1eg J-ength was

inaccurately divided between the front and back rise.
The result of these differences was evident in the

unaccept.able way the pant fit the sample.
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Chapter 1

Stat,enent Of Tbe Problem

Today's wel-l-dressed children are referred to in
the Financial Post (1985) as the ..Mi1lion Do1lar

Babies". The increasing number of double-income

families with fewer children is allowing parent.s to
spend more money to dress even their preschoolers

fashionably (Financial post, 1985). A look through

chil-dren's wear departments will confirm the

availability of many varied, high-price, high-fashion
garments. If these garments could be sewn at. home,

fashionable garments could then be customized according

to the individual chí]d, s need.

Prior to the L920, s children's garments vrere

produced at home, custom made for each chi1d. With the

advent of mass prod.uction, however, chil-dren, s clothes
were no longer made to fit individual bodies but rather
to fit whichever body dimensions that particular
factory chose to use. As each factory sizes its
garment,s according to its own standards, it became

apparent that a standardized sizing system was needed.

Therefore, OtBrien and Girshich recorded and analyzed



the body measurements of children throughout the United

States (O'Brien and Girshich, 1-939). The purpose of
this study was to document chj-Idren, s actual body

measurements in order to develop a sizing system which

could be used by the garment industry, a system that
would more closely reflect the typical body dimensions

of children. It. was not until L962 that Canada, using

O'Brien's study, developed its own sizing system

(Hobbs, 1970) .

In 1968r all major American patt.ern companies

introduced new standard body measurements for both

children and adul-t pat.terns (Sharpe, L969) . Sj-nce

then, the body measurement.s listed for each size range

are consistent whether the pattern used is by Vogue,

Butterick, McCall's, Simplicity, or Style.

It must be noted that the major pattern companies

used by Canadians are American companies. While t.he

body measurements used are standard for all these

American pattern companies, they differ from the

Canadian sizing standards. Further, there are no

Canadian pattern companies to use the Canadian sizing

standards. Thus Canadians who may be aware of

readymade clothing sized according to the Canadian

Standard Sizing, will find that patterns of the same



size number will be sized for different body

dimensions.

A second problem whích must be addressed is the

concept of fít. Gazzuol-o (1985) states t.hat .'there is
no universal concept of fit. Variability in what is
considered to be a good fit must be accepted as an

essential attribute of the fit concept.,, (p.40) Fitting
standards vary (a) over time (b) accordj-ng to cultural
context and (c) according to personal preference.

However, Bixby (L967) states that '.authorities agree

that no matter how fashionable the design, or how

becoming the colour, regardless of the cost, fit is of
the greatest importance in t.he final evaluation of a

garment" (p. 25) .

There ís very litt1e written on the fit of
children's clothes. It could be that many agree with
Rosen (1983) that fit in children, s clothing is just
not important. She states that the only fitting
reguired is to tighten an elastic in the waist or

lengthen the hem. However, there are ot.hers such as

Jaffe (L972) who realize that preschoolers are very

a!.¡are of their clothes and acknowledge that one reason

a child may refuse to wear a garment is because of an

uncomfortable fit.. Ryan (L966) understood t.hat the



fírst prerequisite for clothes, from the point of view

of the very young chj-Id, ". . . is that they d.o not.

restrict his movements" (Ryan, 1966, p.B). Comfort $¡as

of the utmost importance. One way to achieve

comfortable clothing was to insure that it fit
properly. "Clothing which is too tight may cause

discomfort as weLl as restricting bodily movements,, (p.

2L4). Thus, while it is acknowtedged that the fit of
the garment is important to children, there is scant

empiri-cal data on the fit of children, s clothing.
Analysis has been done by Bixby (1967) , Babcock (1970),

and Hooten (1960) on the fit of ladies' dress patterns

and by Saladino (1-970) on the fit of 1adies, pants

patterns. But children,s patterns seem to be ignored.

This trend courd change as more fashionabre chir-d.ren's

clothing is demanded by the consumer.

A lett.er was sent to each of the major pattern

companies in the spring of 1986 request.ing information

on their sizing systems and ease allowance for
children's patterns. Only two companies responded.

McCall's sent an information sheet which can be found

in their pat.tern books. Butterickrs response was more

informative. It stated: (a) that the standard body

measurements were the same for aLl American pattern



companies, (b) that the guidelines for ease all0wances

are not available for publication for either wearing

ease or design ease and furt.her that these vary from

company to company and, (c) that as of September, L9g6,

there were no American standards for chirdren, s sizes
in ready-to-wear garments. The rack of response could
indicate that even the pattern companies d.o not regard

the fit, of their children's patterns important enough

to research.

In 1-986, an investigation was undertaken to
determine if there was a generar concern regarding the

fit of patterns for children. rn order to estimate the

extent of this concern, a questionnaire was developed

for distribution to twenty student,s studying in the

Department of Clothing and Textiles, University of
Manitoba (see Appendix A). The students had some

experience in sewing clothing for chil_dren and some

trainÍng in fitting garments. Each had. taken an

introductory level apparel course and was enro11ed. in
the construction and design course. They were thus

capable of expressing informed opinions on the fit of
the garments that they produced. Results of this
study, usíng means tests, were in part:



L. Ninety-four percent purchased. patterns

according to the childrenrs measurements.

2. Fifty-six percent were not satisfied with
the fit of the garments sewn.

3. Nineteen percent rtrere satisfied only after
the pattern had been altered.
4. Concerning pant patterns specifically, gl_å

made alterations.
Addit.ional comments were added by the

participants. One such comment, which seemed to be

prevalent, was that "too many alterations had to be

done". This was not an insurmountable problem but
rather an inconvenience for the participantsr âs they
had training in pattern alteration. But, to the
amateur ser^¡er with no such training, this would create
a much greater challenge. others commented that the
patterns either best fit 'square, children t eE t.hat

their talI, thin children *àre hard to fit. fn other
words, the patterns seemed to best fit children who

were short and stocky. This could indicate a probrem

with the pattern proportions.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the fit,
of children's clothing made from patterns; that is, to
determine if there was an identifiable problem in



pattern dimensÍons and,/or shape or if the difficulties
encountered j-n obtaining a good fit are, considering

the diverse shapes of the human body, an inherent part

of fitting children's clothing. More specifically,
this study was carried out to examine the fit of
children's pants, sizes 2-6.

For t.he purpose of this study, fit was determined

in two ways. The first i¡¡ay was subjective. Three

independent judges observed an appropriately sized pant

on each chiLd in the study, and recorded the fit as

they perceived it, based on criteria set forth by the

researcher. The second way was by measurement. The

dimensions of the pattern and the children's body

dimensions were analyzed in comparison to the

requirements set out by the Canadian Government

Specification Board.



Chapter 2

Review Of Literature

There have been many books written on the

designing, pattern making and sewing of children, s
clothing. However there is very rittte attention paid

to the problems in fitting a childrs garment.

Moreover, there is little empirical data concerning the
fit of chiLdren's clothes in either the ready-to-wear

market or the home sewn market. The reason could be,

as implied in Rosen (l-983), that iÈ is thought that
children do not require their clothes to fit we11.

Rosen says that children, s clothes do not need much

fitting - just tighten the waist elastic or lengthen

the hems (p.26, 27) . Hurlock (1943) states that ..youngr

chil-dren are far more interested in the ornamentation

of their clothes than their styles or fit.. þ.A29) .

However, it is known that. clothing is important

even to a preschooler. Jaffe (L972) notes that the
child becomes aware of his clothes as he realizes t.hat

they will bring him attention and approval from adults
and that he will often refuse to wear a garment for no

apparent. reason, when the cause of the refusal may be
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in
uncomfortable fit 1p.l-5)

this review are sizing,
. The areas to be l_ooked

fit, and growth stages.

at

Si "ing

A L949 survey by the Consumers Associatj-on of
canada, showed a dissatisfaction amongrst mothers with
the exist.ing sizing of childrenrs clothing.
Manufacturers were using age as t,he guide for rabeling
children's' clothing size. Because children of the
same age have such a wide variable of body dimensions,

choosi-ng the right size was very frustrating for
consumers.

In I952r ât Canada, s first conference on sizing, a

system was proposed based on body measurements. A

cornmittee vlas set up in L953, represented by garment

manufacturers, consumers, retaj_lers and government

officials (Newsletter #L, Canadian Standard Sizes).

Their proposed system was based on an American study in
which 36 measurements were taken on each of L47,Ogg

children, boys and gir1s, from 4 to Li years in age

(O'Brien, L94Ll. To ensure that this wou1d remain true
in Canada, an additional- l-r000 Canadian children v¡ere

measured, in order to see if Canadian children were
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similar in measurements. No significant differences
were found.

The new sizing system was based on these body

measurements (Delury and Staples, 1956 and l_959).

Varj-ations of these measurements were analyzed to
determine if there woui-d be any correlations (for
example, chest girth and total height). Chest, waist
and hip girths and leg length were found to be the
critical- measurements. rn developing the system, these

critical measurements were designat.ed as control
measurements, while the remaining measurements were

dependent variables (Can 2-49. 6-M?g) .

From all of these measurements a system emerged.,

based on the body measurements that r¡rere essent.ial to
fitting a given type of garment. Thus, there was a set.

of critical measurements for garments that fit (a) the
whole or upper body and (b) lower body (at or below the
waist.) .

In order to create a workable system, all
measurements which could be grouped together to make a

standard size, v¡ere called a sizing cerl and assi-gned a

size number. A number of t.hese cells were ca1led a
size range. For example, a girls size 4 would be a

size cell, t.he full range would be girls size Z to 14.
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fn 1968, a short series of newsletters were

written descríbing the development and operation of the
canada standard sizing syst,em for child.ren, s clothing
(CGBS, 1968). In 1978, a government paper, Application
of the Canadian Standard System for the Sizing of
Girls' and Boys, Apparel, explained the compromises

which were made to implement the sizing system in
industry. In the boys, sizes alone there were

approximately 50 size ceIIs. This had to be reduced

for both manufacturers and retailers. rn order to fit
the total population of children, six complete slze
ranges would be necessary, t.hree each for boys and

girls - husky (chubby), regular, and slim. This was

stilL unacceptabl-e to the garment j_ndustry and so

further compromises $¡ere made.

Most girls' and boys' cl-othing rlras mad.e in onl_y the
one size ranqe, regular, although some slim and husky

(chubby) sizes are occasiona]_ly made. Boys, Iong pants

vrere given special consideration. Because 1eg length,
a control measurement, was necessary here, pants were

t.o be made in Iong, regular, or short lengths. The

resulting size ranges, if all used, were expected. to
give 90? of t,he children a good fit. and 5? an
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acceptabl-e fit
be fitted.

The remaining 58 will not. be able to

Each of the size cel-Is are designated by code

numbers. For convenience, the code numbers were made

not only to correspond to size indicator body

dimensions but also to current trade usage. Thus,

although a garment may still be Labelled a size 6, it
no longer refers to a chiLd, s age but rather to a size
cell of certain body dimensions.

fn the early L960's, the first Canadian Standard

Sizing (CSS) labe1s began to appear in manufactured

clothing. The labels consíst of the size code number

and the body measurements for which the size was made.

The measurements can ei-ther be written on the label or

shown on a pictogram. The Canada Standard Sizing logo

should also appear on the garment.

In L969t the Department of Consumer Affairs
publicized their new sizing program (Hobbs, LgTO) . In

spite of the research done by the Canadian

Specification Board in devel-oping this improved sizing
system, they had yet to convince manufact.urers to use

the system. No regulation r^ras brought in to make its
use mandatory. Those who volunt.arily use it. require a

government licence (Goodman, 1-969). Specification
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standards for individual garments are issued to the

manufacturer. The standard applies to the dimensions

considered essential to provide a grood fit for that
garment in the specified sizes.

The garment measurement,s issued are divided into
three areas. Critical dimensions are given a maximum

and a minimum tolerance. This would apply, for
example, to the front and back rise of little boys long

pants. Only minimum requirements are gíven for other

areas where it is critical to provide for the body

dimension plus a determined amount of wearing ease, but

the maximum amount can be declded by t,he design of the

garment. The third area consists of recommended

measurement.s that are not crit.ical to the fit (eg. pant

leg widths) (Canadian Government Specifications Board,

l-968). By I97L, one hundred and seventy-six Canadian

firms $rere licensed. However, three quarters of
Canada's retail outlets for children's clothing had

Less than one quart,er of their stock carrying the CSS

Ìabel (Young, L97L).

Today the work is ongoing. There are some 74

dimensional standards for children's clothing. These

have been updated and converted to metric. A survey

was undertaken by the Depart.ment of Consumer and
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Corporate Affairs on consumer satisfaction with the

sízing of clothing. The results were published in 19g?

(Ensom, 1-987). ft was found that "the clothes
marketplace is a quagmire of inconsistency that often
leaves consumers confused and ang'ry". Sizes do not

refer to body measurements. Manufacturers are not

using the available Canada Sizing System for various

reasons. It Ís sti1l a voluntary system, and many

manufacturers do not want to change from t.he sizing
system t.hey are using or feel that it would be costly
to introduce a new system. "In exasperation, some

respondents said they've resorted to making their own

clothes" (p.31). Public awareness of the Canada Sizing
System needs to be increased so that pressure can be

exerted on the manufacturers to use the system.

V'Ihile the Canadian sizing syst.em is used only for
the retail garment industry, t.here rvere some changes

made ín the .American pattern industry. fn 1968, all
the major pattern companies j-ntroduced new standard

body measurements. Although t.he patt.erns are sized

according to standard body measurement.s, the actual
patterns can vary in size according to the amount of
ease which each company will add. Un1ike CSS, there

are no standard specifications for pattern dj-mensions
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(Sharpe, L969). Children's cJ-othing made from

commercial patterns will not be sized to the CSS. The

Canadian Government Specification Board (Can 2-49.5-

M78) stated that a síze six CSS garment was

approximately a size fíve pattern. The sj-ze six pattern
would be 1.5 to 2.5 cm larger in the chest, T cm larger
at the waist and 5 to 7 cm longer overall.

Fir

"Oh! The job of trying to get childrenrs clothes to
fi1c!" This title (Young, Lg'r.L) expresses the opinion

of many consumers. Keely (1987) wrote' that ..every

mail brings a number of complaint.s about..... accurate

sizing in childrents cIothes..." The reason t.he

Canadian Standard System came about was because of
consumer demand for better fitting and more uniformly
sized clothing for their children (Goodman, Lg6g) .

What is a Good Fit
Gazzuolo (1985) stated that "it must be established

that there is no universal- concept of fit. Variability
in what is considered to be a good fit must. be accepted

as an essential attribute of t.he fit concept.. . . Fitt.ing
standards wíIl vary (a) over t,ime, (b) according to
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cultural context, and (c) accordj-ng to personal

preference" (p.40).

However, there are certain characteristics of a

good fit which emerge from several authors. These are

comfort., ease of movement, and a pleasing appearance.

It is also made clear in the l-iterature that the fit
can be influenced by the fabric, the style, and the

current fashion.

Perhaps Stamper, Sharp, and Donnell (L986) say it
best:

"Althougrh good fit in an item of apparel

is considered by some as illusive, changing,

and susceptible to personal opinion, garments

that are fitted wilt have the following

characterist.ics: t.hey are comfortable to
$rear; allow sufficient ease for freedom of
movement; are consistent with current

fashion; and are free of undesirable

wrinkles, sags, and bulges', (p.230).

Erwin's (1950) standards for judging fit. are

probably the most quoted. They include grain, set,

Iine, balance, and ease. Grain, which refers to the

grain lines of the fabric running perpendicular or

parallel to the floor; set, t.he absence of wrinkles;
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and balance, the appearance of the body being centrally
located within the garment, all add to the pleasing

appearance of the garment. The lj_ne of the garmentr or
the manner in which the structural seams foll_ow

corresponding body silhouettes, and suitable ease,

which makes a garment neither too tight
both contribute to the comfort and ease

or

of

too loose,

movement in
wearing a garment.

DescrÍptions of what constitutes a good fit were

given in dress making books and theses such as Chambers

and Moulton (1-961-), Frazier (L961), Hearn E. (1967 ) and

Ka11al (1985). Each one included a variation in words

of the same theme, that a well-fitted garment must

cover figure faults, enhance proportj-ons, conform to
the body shape and ensure comfort and ease of movement

in wearing.

Saladino's (l-970) work examined the fit of pants.

She states that t.he comfort must not only be in
movement but in sitting ease. She also adds the

criterion that the crotch must neither be too tight nor

too loose. Erwin (1969) supports this by stating that
the crotch must be high enough to prevent. sagging, low

enough for comfort.
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Tmportance of Fit

"No matter how clever the design of a garment,

or how fashionable the colour or materials, or how

much it costsr or from what exclusive shop it
comes, unless the garment is perfectly fitted to
yoür it will not give that impression of well-
groomed smartness which you desire The

amount of praise and self-confidence that results
is incalculab1e" (Erwin, 1940, p.111).

That quote is still as valid now as it was in i_940.

Clothes that fit will make a person feet more

comfortable, more self-confident. That fit is
important to adults has long been known, that it is
important to children is becoming more recognized.

Hurlock (1943) felt that clothing meant. much more to a

chil-d than parents realized. She felt that mothers, in
believing that. clothes conscj-ousness did not appear

until adolescence, actually stifled it Ín their
children.

In 1950, Rea reported that. "fe!,¡ mothers gÍve real
thought to their children's clot.hes" (p.f 17) . She

suggested that children should be wat.ched at ptay, in
order t.o produce more comfortable clothes for them,

because a child's sense of socÍability can be hampered.
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by an unfortunate choice of clothing.
However, there was some evidence in early sLudies

on chirdren's clothes which found that 4st of mothers

who sewed their children, s clothes did so to get a

better fit. (B1ake, Glisson, and Tate, 1950) ln
addition, mothers were asking for better sizing of
their children's ready-to-wear clothing. In a laÈer

study, mothers were asked to rate factors they

considered most important i.n purchasing preschool

clothing. "Durability and fit were ranked foremost i-n

ímportance" (Fal1ows, Clements, Wong, and McLaren,

L9621 .

In 1952 the Canadian government took the first step

in developing a national sj-zing system based on bod.y

measurement and not age because of consumers,

complaints of the existing fittlng problems. By the

early 1960's Èhis system was in place. yet there

remained those who¡ like ,Johnson (1961), !.rere sti11
using age as the crit.eria for pattern size. In her

sewing book she explains how to choose t.he right size
by choosing the chil-d, s age if he/she is average, a

size smaller if tiny, and a size larger if the child is
big for his ager iÈ is a very inaccurate method,.
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Comfort. in clothing is of prime import,ance to

children. As far back as the early 40, s, Hurlock

(1943) wrote to educate mothers of the child,s need for
comfortable clothing. *While many adults wiLl
sacrifice comfort for style, it is the exceptional

child who is willing to do so" (p.308) . Chil-dren,s

clothing needs to fit, being neither too tight or too

loose, for comfort whil-e they carry out t,heir

activities. Jaffe (L972) states that three to six year

old children have aJ-ready developed definite
preferences and opinions about their clothing and often
refuse to wear certain items. She further found that
the main reason for refusal at. Èhis age was because the

clot.hes were uncomfortable. There are several factors

that contrj-bute to comfort such as stiff or scrat.chy

fabric, clothes that are too warm or heavy, fabrics
which do not breathe and a poor fit.

Ryan (1966) says that the young child "has little
interest in clothing except that it be comfortable and

not interfere with his activities" (p. 222).

Uncomfortable clothing t,hat hinders a child's movement

makes the child irritable.

This same theme was expressed by Kernaleguen (1966)

in her study of clot.hing and its implications on
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developmental tasks. She found that clothing must be

comfort.able and allow a freedom of movement in toddlers
particularly so that it would not hinder their total
development. Farmer and Gotwals (1982) go one step

further by sayíng that as a chitd girows, clothing must

be adapted to fit for comfort., convenience, safety, and

independence. Infants need comfort and ease of putting
clothing on them, the preschooler needs the comfort of
ease of movement which comes from a good fit.

Anthropometric Considerat ions

One of the primary dífficultíes in clot.hing

production is the technique reguíred to produce a t.hree

dimensional garment of a certain size or shape from a

two-dimensional pattern. Thus the pattern itself must

consist of the proper measurements which include not

only body dimensions and proportions but. also wearing

and design ease.

When a company manufactures a new garment

silhouette, it first produces a basic bLock pattern,

excluding extraneous styling features, which is used to
test the fit of the line on the figure for which Ít was

intended. Different styles are then created from this
block, each one fittíng the original figure type
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(Hutchinson and Munden, 1978). Throughout the garment

industry, each company chooses its o$¡n figure type to
fit.. This effectively creates many different sizes

although each may use the same size code number. This

means that íf an individual- cannot be fitted weII by

one brand of clothing, t.hat individual could be well
fitted by another. However, the result can be chaotj_c,

an endless shopping trip each time to secure the proper

fit. However, if the measurement.s of various figure
types in the population were grouped together by

stature and body girth and given a size label, a larger
proportion of the pppulation could be suitably fitted
without the confusion (Clements and pickett, l_955).

The pattern companies in t967, joined together to
create one standard set of body measurements. The

J-nterpretation of these measurements including ease

allowance is left up to the individual companies.

In the marketplace, sales are the fínal indicator
of the success or failure of the pattern sizes used in
creating a line (Gazzuolo, 1985). If the measurement

used did not encompass a large enough portion of the

population for sales to be adequate, that size range

would need to be eliminated. This results in a smaLl

percentage of the population who will not likely be
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able to purchase off-the-rack clothing.
In the pattern industry, there is only one size

range used by each company. Thus, although it may have

ended the confusíon of using different pattern
companies, it also has narrowed the number of sizes

available. Furthermore, if the body measurements used

are indicative of a small- percentage of the popuratíon,

a large percent,age of that population will not obtai.n a

good fit from the patterns. picken (1940) wrote that
only two women in one hundred can buy a pattern that
does not need alterations. Clearly some changes ín
basic pat.terns were reguired.

Clements et al-. (1955) gathered together
guantitatlve information in Britain on the variations
in children's body measurements in order to create

st.andardized s j-zes. They based these on stature to
provide measurements for lengths of clothing and

suggested the vari-ation of girth measurements be used

for sub-sizes accordíng to the lengths. They state
however, that the anthropometric data are not the only
measurements requj-red for successful patterns. For

example, ease allowances must be added. In addit.ion,

"tests shouLd confirm that the extreme measurements

included in each size are fitted. and t.hat one size
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merges satisfactorily into the next" (p.8).

The Canadian Government is continuously upgrad.ing

their canadian standards for Garments program i-n order

to provide the manufacturers with t.his anthropometric

data wit.h which to improve their productions.

Unfortunately the industry is resistant to thÍs change.

Marshall (1988) discovered this in her research of the

effectiveness of the Canadían Standard Sizes for older
women. She concluded that "the Lower body trade sizes

incLude an unacceptably Iow portion of the sampIe,, and

that "older women would be better served if
additlonal ranges were added" (p.1?0). The

accept.ability of the Canadían Government. Standards for
children's wear could benefit from a similar study to
see if children are acceptably fit in clothing
manufactured for them according to the Canadian

Standards.

Ar:h'i er¡i ncr â Goorì F'i I

There are numerous sewing books for adul-ts and/or

child.ren and each one has informat.ion to a great,er or

lesser degree on the necessity of a good fit and how to
achieve it. There is, as might be expected, a wide

range of methods and ideas in these books. McKenziers
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(f978) book on how to make children's clothes gives

almost no attention to fitting them. Rosen (L983)

feels that children's clothes do not require much

fitting: "jusL tighten an elastic or lengthen at the

bottom" (p.26) and Èhat adjustments need to be done in
the length only and rarely in the width. perhaps this
attitude that children do not require t.heir clothing to
fit well is a factor in the Ìack of empirical data on

children's clothing.
When produci-ng garments, sewers can ej-ther use

available commercial patterns and alter them to fit
their particular body dimensions, or t,hey can draft
t,heir patterns right from the body dimensions that they

wish to fit. Mordle-Barnest (1977) book is an example

of how to a1t.er a paper pattern for children. Kunick

(1984), Morgan (L973) , and Aldrich (1985) all are books

on drafting children's patterns from measurements.

Each one acknowledges that patterns must be produced

according to measurements, not to an age or an

arbitrary number, and that the clothing made must take

into account, a chj-ld's continually changing shape.
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Researeh on the Fit of Clothing

While there were many books written on sewing

children's clothes, there seems to be no empiricar data

concerning the fit of children's patterns. In order to
establish a research framework for this research, four
st.udies were examined which investigated t.he fit. of
women's clothing made from patterns.

Clark (1975) compared the fit of dresses made from

a commercial pattern with alterations, and a

computerized pattern. Bust, waist, and hip girth and

back waist measurements were used to determj-ne pattern

size. She found that idiosyncrasÍes such as a high hip
or the curvature of the spine make it difficult or
impossible to mass produce standard patterns by eit.her
method that wouLd be always suitable.

Bixby (I967) compared the use of Slze-Right ShelIs
versus standard fj-gure analysis for choosing a pattern
size. She understood that'the more closely you can

approximate your own proportions in the selection of a

pattern, the fewer alterations would be required. In
trylng on the sized sheIIs, she felt the pattern sj_ze

chosen woul-d be more accurate than if measurements

alone lvere used and therefore fewer al-terations would

be required. The difference was not significant.
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Hooten (1960) compared the fit of the basic block
pattern of fíve pattern companies. This study was done

before t,he pattern companies changed to use the same

body measurements. However, she did conclude that
"exact body measurements, according to pattern sizes,
do not necessarily guarantee a good looking fit, or an

equally good fit from all patterns', 1p.46) . Each basic
block was made up in fabric, t.ried on by a participant
and then altered to fit correctly. The conclusions

$¡ere based in part on the number of alterations that
had to be done on each fabric shel1 to get a good fit.

After the new þattern sizing had come into effect,
Babcock (l-970) compared the fit of the basic block

patterns of the five pattern companies. She first
found that patt.ern sizes are not t.he same as ready-to-
vrear garments. She then chose women of the same body

measurements and therefore the same pattern size to try
on muslín shells made from the basic patterns of the

different companies. She compared the overall fit of
these shelIs taking note of ease allowances used. She

used a panel of three judges to observe the fit.
Results showed, as wit,h Hooten, that ..equivalent body

and pattern measurements do not ensure ad.equate fíi- ,,
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1p.100). She felt that her study should be expanded to
children's patterns.

Growth of Children

In any study of children's clothing, the growth of
the children must be considered as the child, s body is
cont,inually changing in height and proportions.

Pattern making for children differs from that for women

in t,hat children's measurements are not constant, but

change disproportionately with growth. For example, in
adults the size of the wai-st tends to increase in
proportion to the bust., but the reverse is true with
children. Arso, while the back waist rength measurement

remains constant in an adult as the girth measurement

increases, in children it increases in lengt.h

progressively as children increase in size (Kunick,

1984).

While it is true that children gro$/ continually
they do not maintain a const,ant. predictabl_e growth

pattern. An individual child's growth is infl_uenced by

heredity, nutrition, environment and. also by age, sex

and race.

Therefore, age alone cannot be used as an

of size. Eigure l- shows t,hree children of the

indicator

same age
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Fiqure 1. size comparj.son of t,hree children of the sane

age (Clamente and Pickett,, 1955)
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who have three different body dimensions.

Manufacturers must divide their children, s clothing
j-nto size ranges based on similar proport.ions (.taffe

L972) . However, these slze ranges do relate somewhat

to dgêt as the chIId, s clothlng styles must be geared

to a childts body proportions, which do rel_ate t.o age.

Infants have an upper body proportionally larger than

the lower body. Up until age six, the limbs appear

short for the body. After age six, they increase in
length in relation to the trunk (Croney, 1980).

Furthermore, the child's rate of growth changes

throughout his growing years. The first year the infant
increases an average of twenty-two cent.imeters in
height. By the fourth year, height increases an average

of eight centimeters (Kunick, L984). John Croney

(L980) felt that both the body dimensions and the

velocities of growth were needed "to enable a designer

to determine where positive changes in terms of
increases in dimension make a new size necessary to be

f it,ted" (p. 31) .

Sex differences also affect the rate of growt.h in a

child. ALdrich (1985) says that there is little
difference until age seven and Èhen it is necessary to
have body dimension charts for both male and female.
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The pattern companies make no difference between the

sexes until after size 6x. Jaffe (1972) agrees with
this. Canada Standard Sizes offers both boy, s and

girl's standard body measurement from size two. Croney

(1980) says that the growth for both sexes is the same

until about age nine.

The most ímportant factor in the sex differences in
body shape and growth patterns is due to the events of
puberty. While boys begin life larger than girIs,
girls usually grow faster than boys. This is because

girls reach puberty normally two years ahead of boys.

The rate of growth of girls and boys is similarly
described by Tanner (1978), Smart and Smart (1972) and

Fong and Resnick (1986). Figure 2 shows growth charts

for boys and girls showing height and weight norms for
the 16th, 50th and 84th percentile of children. These

show the very small- differences in height or weight in
the early years and the greater change in the growt.h

curve for boys and girls as they reach puberty (Smart

et â1, 1972) .

Fong and Resnick (1986) say that while there are

some differences in early childhood, ..once the children
hit the classroom the differences between the sexes

become evident" (p.194) . This difference t.hen increases
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Fig'r'¡re ^. Boys and girrs helghÈ and weight norms (smart

and Smart, L972)
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as the chi-ldren reach puberty and adult proportions are

developed.

There is also indication in child. d.evelopment

textbooks that the growth and development norms of
children will differ from one racial group to another.

Tanner (1978) studied these differences and. found, for
example, that. in comparison to English boys, the

sitting height for Chinese boys at adolescence was

greater for any given leg length. He also found that
African boys, âL adolescence have a lower sitting
height for any given leg length. However, he added that
when the chil-dren are small, they have very similar
body proport.iorrs ¡

Fong et al-. (1986) examined the relatÍve size of
bl-ack and white children. while at birth white chir-dren

were larger, through the ages two to fj_ve black

children had caught up and were very crose to the same

size or slightly larger. He al-so found that much of the

difference in sizes amongst races in childhood. was due

to the nutrition and environment children have in
various countries.
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Summary

fn summary, sizing of children, s clothing in Canad.a

has been addressed by the development of the Canada

sizing standards. AlÈhough many canadian manufacturers

have not yet implemented the system, consumer av¡areness

will advance with its use. As there are no Canadian

pattern companies, Canadians purchase pat.t.erns made by

American pattern companies, which use a common sizing
system different. than the Canadian system. Canadians

therefore find themselves making crothing from patterns

which do not correspond to the Canada Standards.

There is very little empirical_ data on the fit of
children's clothes. However, it is becoming more

evident that chil-dren, like adul_ts, require well-fitted
qarments for comfort and appearance. Researchers who

have studied the fit of women's pat,terns suggest. that
the research be extended int,o children's wear.

One important aspect in creating garments for
children is their continually changing body shape.

Literature on the subject suggests that this area must

be addressed when creating patterns or garments to fit
the active child +hroughout the growing process.
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Chapter 3

Objectives

This study was carried out to examÍne how

children's clot.hing made from commercial patterns
actually fit. More specifically, the study looked at
the fit of children, s pants made from patterns.

The fit of the pant in this study was d.etermined. by

the subjective view of three independent judges. They

observed t.he fit. of an appropriately sized pant

child in the study. They based their judgement

on criteria set out by the researcher.

The second objective of this study was to compare

the body measurements of t.he chirdren in the study to
the body measurements given by both the pattern
companies and t.he canada standards Board to determine

which more accurately described. the sample. Thirdly,
t.he patt.ern dimensions were compared to the dÍmensions

reconmended by the canadian standards to determine if
the pant fit correctly.

Hypothesis

According to CSS, pants made in both the regular
and slim size ranges according to their recommendations

on

of

each

fir
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shouÌd fit 90å of the population well. Further, the
regular size range of pant should fit 45eo of the

chiLdren weII. Since the pattern company makes only a

regular range, it cannot be expected to fit 90å of the
population, but rather 45t. This study's hypothesis is
that the observed fit of children, s pants made from a

commercial pattern will not be acceptable on at 1east

45t of the sample.

Researeh Objectíves

1. To compare the body measurements used by the

pattern companies, to the body measurements used

by Canadian Standard System.

2. To compare the sample body dimensj-ons to the

Canadian Standard body dimensions.

3. 1o compare t,he sample body dimensions to the

body dj-mensions used by the pattern companies.

4. To compare the pattern dimensions in the waist

and hip girth to those recommended by the Canadian

Government Specif icat j-ons.

5. To compare the leg length and crotch lengths

of the pattern to those recommended by the

Canadian Standard System.
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Definition Of Terms

FiÈ: Webster's Dictionary (l-984) defines fit as ..To

be the proper size and shape.,, What constitutes a

good fit will change with fashíon. However, for
the purpose of this study, the proper size and

shape of the pants must aLl_ow enough ease for
adequate movement of the child wit.hout

restrictions, and yet not so much ease that the

excess fabric wourd cause movement to be hindered.

Erwin (l-940) describes the properly fitted garment.

as one that gives the impressj_on of being neither
too large nor too small.

Ease: An allowance in the circumference of a pattern
in addition to the actual body measurement to
all-ow freedom of movement and comfort.

Waist Girth: The measurement around the natural
waistline between the top of the hip bone and the
lower margin of the lowest ribs measured without
constriction with the subject stand.ing and

breathing normally (CAN2-49. 6-M78) .

Hip Girth: The maximum hori-zontar girth of the body at
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the seat leve1 measured without constriction and

with the sub ject standing normalJ_y (CAN2-4 9 .6-
M78).

Crotch Length: The distance from the centre of the

natural waist leve1 at the front of the body

measured around t,he crotch to the centre of the

back aÈ the waist level (CAN2-49.6-M78).

Leg Length: The vertical distance from the natural
waist i-evel to the soles of the feet measured at

the side of the body.

Size Indicator Dimension: The controL dimension used

to define a size group. fn apparel which fit,s the

lower body, the size indicator dimensions are

waist girth, hip girth and waist height (feg

length) .

Size Code Numbers: The numbers which are assigned. to
each size.

Size Range: The sizes t.hat are grouped together

according to the size indicator dimensions. For

children, these ranges are infants, toddlers,
children, boys and gir1s. Within these ranges can

be subranges such as boys regular or slim.
Degrees of Fit: The extent to which measurements can

vary from the average for each size, and stíII
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obtain a garment consídered to provide an

acceptable fit (CAN2-49. 6-M7B) .

Límitations Of The Study

In order to make the study feasible only one st.yle

of pattern u¡as used. Although this pattern was

carefully compared to similar patterns from other
companies, the test couLd be biased because of some

unforeseen problem with the particul_ar style chosen.

For example, the pant has an elastic inserted at the

back waist. It is possible that the designers could

have made the back much Ìarger than necessary for
reasons of comfort or design and yet have not ind.icated

this by either the picture or the description.
The pattern required for the study was a fitted

long pant with el-astic in the back waistband. This

pattern was not available from any pattern company in a

children's size range one or two. The best aLternative
was to use a pattern of the correct style which

contained sizes l- to 3 in the toddler range and. 4 to 6

in the chil-d's range. The control dimensions were

identical in each range, but the pattern company states
that the toddler's patt,ern has extra ease in the hip
area for diapers.
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Chapter 4

Metbodology

The purpose of the study, as previously stated, was

to determine whether or not children could obtain a

well-fitted garment when their clothing was home sewn,

using a commercial pattern. One pant pattern was

chosen, McCalI's pattern #3228, which could be made up

and tried on a sample of children and the fit of the
garment evaluat.ed. The following procedures were

reviewed and approved by t,he Ethics Committee, Faculty

of Human Ecology.

Sample Selections

The children selected for the study were

preschoolers. For convenience, day care centres were

used as the source of the sample. The children in most

centres had to be at least 2 years of age to attend,

and would be under 6 years as those over 6 years wouj-d

be at school. According to statistics provided by

Manitoba Community Services, the total population of
chil-dren in Winnipeg day care centres was 9, gLl_ at the

time of the study in 1-988.
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Letters hlere sent to eight day care centres

throughout. the city, asking permissÍon t.o use the

children in their day care centres in the study.

rncluded with the initial letter were samples of the

letter which would be sent to the chirdren, s parents or
guardians requesting permission for theÍr chiLdren to
be part of the study (see Appendix B). Four day care

centres agreed to participate in the study.

The day care centres invol_ved in the study have

some subsidized spaces available for families of low

incomes. rn addition, because day care avairability is
severely rimited in the city of winnipegr children are

in many cases transported t.o these centres from

geographically distant areas. The effect of this is
that the chi-ldren in these centres come from a wide

variety of socio-economic and ethnic backgrounds. The

study made no attempt to take into consideration these

different backgrounds .

For reliable statist.ical analysis of the dat.a, a

sampling of fifty children was recoÍìmended t.o be

adequate by the department of statistics. Four day

care centres with a tot,al of approximat.ery zo0 children
agreed to participate in the study, thus providing a
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large enough population for the sample serection. The

parents of all children in the four centres were then
sent letters requestingi consent for their chirdren's
participation in the study. seventy-eight consent

forms (39t) were returned.

The children selected for the study were those who

!.¡ere between the ages of 2 and 6 years, both boys and

girls. This excluded infants. The children used were

abLe to run, climb, and play freely, and therefore
would require clothes that were well-fitted, giving
them freedom of movement and comfort. chirdren over 6

years of age were aLso excluded because around that
âgêr body shapes start. to differentiat.e into boys, and

girls' shapes (ALdrich, 1995). Sixty-two child.ren

participated in the study, the sixteen others whose

consent forms were arso ret,urned being absent or too

shy to participate.

ïnstruments

Garment

In order to judge t.he fit of a garment, it is
necessary to choose one whi-ch requires a good fit in
more than one critical dimension. For example, by
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today's fashion standards, a sweatshirt can be very
Iarge, yet st.iIl be comfortable and in style. This
would not give any indication whether or not the
garment fit properly. Any garment which was only for
the male or female child was al_so el_iminated.

rt was decÍded to use dress pants for t.he study for
the followinq reasons:

(1) Pants have demonstrated litt1e change in
fashion over the years.

(2) They must fit. well at. waist, hip, crotch,
and leg length for proper appearance and

comfort.

(3) They can be made in a crisp, woven

material which wi1l not stret.ch. The fit
has t.o be correct,.
(4) The pants chosen coul_d be worn by both

boys and girls.

Choice of Síze

Because the sample was from day care attendees, it
!{as assumed t.hat the sampre children wourd falI in the

2 to 6 size range. No children in d.iapers vüere included
in those measured.
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The pattern size range chosen was to be in the
chi-ldren's range sizes 1--6x. Because t.he larger size
range, sizes 7-1,4, differentiates between boys, and

girrs' sizesr êDy child too big for a size 6 would not.

be used. However, arthough the pattern companies say

that the children's range 1s 1--6x, they do not serl the
patterns in all these si-zes. chirdren,s fitted pants

were availabl-e only in sj_zes 4-6x. In order to get

si-zes L-3 in a fitted pant, t.he toddLer range had to be

used. This was accomplished by using a pattern which

came in sizes 1- through 6x, although sizes i--3 ltrere

actualÌy in the toddler range.

ChoÍce of Pattern

The most common pant for chÍldren sizes 2 to 6 is
one which has an elastic back waistr rro preats in the
front, and straight 1egs. This was found by looking
through children's clothinj stores in g'Iinnipeg (sears,

Eaton's, Lad and Lassie, and young Canada) . This style
of pattern also suited the study, as it requires a good

fit in the hip and crotch and a reasonable fit in the
waist and leg length. rn order to select the pattern
to be used, pant patterns in the above style were

examined from styIe, simplicity, vogue, Butterick, and
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McCall's. This pant description was used as the

criteria for this study.

It, was found that Butterick, McCaIl, s, Simplicity,
and style each had a pattern in the styre reguired. rn
order to select the pattern company, the person in each

st,ore who ordered the patterns was asked from which

company were most, children, s patterns purchased. Both

Fabricland and Woolco said that McCai_I's was the top
seller. McCaLl's was the only company that had the
pattern available in sizes 1-3. McCalL's also had a
patt,ern copyright, 1987. This insured that the pattern
used would be current,.

The dress pant pattern which best fiÈ the criteria
vras from McCaIl's. The chosen paÈtern was *322A,

copyright, 1987 (see Figrure 3).

Cho{ ce of Fabri e

Cotton fabric was used for the pants in a firm
twlll weave. The fabrlc was pre-shrunk so that Lhe

garments would not shrink if they had to be washed

during the study. lwo pairs of pants for each size were

made in case one palr of any size might be damaged or
solled by the chiÌdren.
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Fiqure 3. McCall's pat,tern #3ZZg
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Style

McCall's pattern #3228 was used. The pattern
features inset front pockets, mock front fIy, front
waistband and back waisÈband with elastic inset. As an

addition to the pattern, a large pat.ch pocket was added

to the lower right leg (see Figure 4) . A toy was placed

in this pocket for two reasons: first, to encourage the
child to t,ry the pants on and, second, to enable the
judges to eval-uat,e the fit as the child bent over to
retrieve the t.oy f rom the pocket.

Measuring Tools

A new tape measure was used to take alL

measurements. The tape was compared to a steel meter

stick to ensure accuracy of measurement before use and

between sessions to ensure the reliability of the

results. The same tape was used to measure all pattern
pieces in waj-st and hip circumference, front and back

and outseam.

Judges

Three judges were present to evaluate the fit of
the pants. All three were graduate st,udents in the

Department, of CloÈhinr: and Textiles. This ensured that
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Fiqure 4. Diagram of test pant

FronÌ Vie,r..t 5id <, Vie'^¡
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they would have adequate knowledge of what constitutes
good fit. The same three were used throughout the

study to maintain consistency in judging. In the case

of variant opinions, the cholce was the one selected. by

two of the three judges. If alL choices differed, this
part.icular datum was not used.

The judges r^rere provided with a criteria sheet and

a data col-lection sheet (see Appendix C). The judges

r¡¡ere t.rained to evaluate the fit of the garments

according to specific criteria set out by the

researcher. The judges were (a) to eval-uate fit in
specific areas waist, hip, crotch, leg length, (b) to
evaluate ease of movement, and (c) to determine whether

the f it !.¡as acceptable or unacceptable. The

appropriate responses were entered on the data

collection sheets.

Procedure

Juclgi ng the pants on the Children

The children were brought by a day care worker in
small groups into a play room with the researcher and

judges. This person remained with the children while
the testing took place. The chil-dren sat i-n a circre
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around the researcher and day care workers while each

child hras measured and dressed individ.ually. The

children were comfortable in this setting, as a similar
arrangement is used by the day care for what they caLl
rcircle time',

Each child was first measured in his /lner underwear

at the waist, hip, crotch length, and outer seam

length. (Measurements $¡ere periodically repeat.ed as a
reliability check.) Measurements rârere taken by the
researcher according to Canadian Standard

Specifications as described below. Figure 5

illustrates the measurement locations.
A quarter-inch elastic was tied around t.he chil_d.'s

waist. "The waist girth occurs at the natural_

waist-line between t.he top of the hip-bone and the

lower margins of the l-owest ribs. The waist was

measured without constriction with the subject standing

and breathing normally" (CGSB). The hip girth was

measured at the "maximum horj-zontal- girth of the body

at the seat level measured without const.riction and

wit,h the subject standing normally" (CGSB¡ .

The total crotch length measured was "the distance

from the centre of the nat,urar waist. rever at the front
of the body measured over the crotch to t.he centre of
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Fiqure 5. A¡ea of child's body to be
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the back at the waist IeveI" (CGSB¡.

The outer seam length measured was the vertical
distance from the natural wai-st l-evel where the elastic
sat to the bottom of the ankl-e bone measured at the
side of the body with the chird st.anding straight and

ta]I.

The child's body measurement.s were compared to the

body measurements provided by the pattern company. The

size of pant u¡as determined from t.his comparison, and

was primarily chosen by hip girth. Hip girth was

chosen over waist because the pant. used in t.he study

had an elasticized back waistline. If the chiLdrs
measurement was at the midpoint between two sizes, t.he

waist girth was then considered in order to estabrish
the size choi-ce.

The child was then dressed in t,he appropriat.e-sized
pant. The researcher assisted the child to dress as

required. A finger run around the waist insid.e the
waist band helped to straighten the pant and allowed

t,he judges to see how snugly the pant fit the waist.
The chÍId was asked to hop, waIk, climb steps, sit

cross-Ie9ged, and then to stand up and bend over to
retrieve a toy from the pocket of the pant. During

these act,ivities the judges observed and recorded their
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findings regarding the fit of the pants.

The child was changed back into his or her own

clothing, and then went to sit or play with the other
children while the next child was measured. No chird
was required to try the pants on against his or her

wil1.

Testing time was less than five minutes per child.
The children were generally cooperative but wanted to
be finished as quickly as possible.

Measuring the Pants

McCall's Pattern #3228 was purchased in sizes one

to six. Each pattern piece was carefull_y pressed, and

then measured in the hip circumference, the front and

back crotch seam, the outseam length, and the waist

cÍrcumference. The pattern waist line front and. back,

measured on the fl-at pattern piece, represented t.he

measurement of the waistline when the elastic was

\stretchedt. The measurement of the waist line with
the elastic \relaxed, was obt.ained by add.ing to the

front waist line measurement of the fl-at pattern, the
pattern measurement for the back etastic insert. These

measurements were compared to canadian Government

Specifications for sizing childrenrs wear.
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Valìditv rest

A validity test was performed at the Human Ecology

Nursery Schoo1 with the judges sitting in the

observat,ion room. As a result of this testing, more

activities $¡ere planned for the chil_dren white wearing

the pants, the most effective one being the requirement

for t.hem to sit cross-Legged on the floor. This

enabled the judges to evaluate ease of movement more

clearIy. It was also found that the judges had to be

in the room, not in a separated observation area, as

they needed to be close to t.he children in order to
judge the fit accurately. Their presence seemed to
cause no uneasiness for t.he children.

Data Analysis

The data was analyzed to identify the percentage of
children properly fit, by the pant as determined by the
judges. This was compared to the Canadian Standards

recommendat.ions for the percentage of children which

should be able to be well fitt.ed in ready-made

clothing.

Body measurements used by the pattern companies

were compared to body measurements used by Canadian
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Standard Sizing to determine the similarities and

differences. Body measurements taken on the chil-dren

r^rere compared to the body measurements recorded in
Canadian Standard Sizing and to the body measurements

of the pattern companies to determÍne which set of
measuremenfs more accurately described the body

measurements of the sample. The pattern dimensions

vùere measured and compared to the Canadian Standard

Specifications to see if critical measurements matched

and if minimum requirements were met.

Reliahi lity Test

The judges for this research were trained prior to
the testing sessions, to look for specific criteria
when evaluating the fit of the pant.s. fn order to
assure reliable results , Lwo of the three judges had

to be in agreement with each of the elements of fit as

listed on the data col-lection sheet (see appendix C).

In analyzing the result,s, only two data sheets vrere

disqualified because of disagreement among the t,hree

judges. Furthermore, when the judges rated the overall
fít of the pant, the response of al1 three judges was

t.he same for 83% of the sample.
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The reliabílity of measuring the children's body

dimension was tested by periodícally remeasuring a

child to check for accuracy. In addition, the tape
measure used was compared to a steel meter stíck
between sessions and prÍor to measuring the pattern
pieces to insure the accuracy of the tape measure.
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Chapter 5

Results

nescríptíon of Sample

The 62 children measured for this study were from

four day care cenLres in Winnipeg and were from a

variety of socio-economic backgrounds. This was

evident from the fact. that some of t.he sampte children
occupied daycare spaces subsidized by t.he government.

The children r¡rere also from a variety of ethnic

backgrounds. No child was eÌiminated as a result of
socio-economic or ethnic background. Both girls and

boys were measured. The judges' evaluations of two

chj-Idren were not, included 1n the study due to lack of
agreement of the judges with regard to the fit (see

Chapter 4, Methodology). In total, 60 children were

used in the analysis , 27 girls and 33 boys.

Size of Pants Used for Sample

The hip measurement was used to determine the size

of pant for each child. If the hip measurement fe1l
exactly between two sizes, the waist measurement. was

used to choose the larger or small_er size. Table 1

shows the pat.tern sizes requi_red.
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Table 1

Pattern S{-es Requirecl hy Sample

Before the t,est was done the researchers had, with

the help of a staff member from one of the Day Care

Centres, checked the size of the clothing $rorn by the

children. It appeared that the chj.ldren were generally

wearing garments j.n sizes 4 to 6x. It fol_lows that if
pat,terns were sized closely to manufactured clothing
that the sizes woul-d also be in that range. However,

the resurts show that 4L.7* of the children required. a

Síze

6

5

4

3

2

7

<1

of Male No. of Female

L

3

7

6

70

3

3

TotaJ- &

0

7

2

L2

75

7

2

J, J..6

4 6.7

3 5.0

L8 30.0

25 4L.7

4 6.7

5 8.3

60 700.0Total 33 27
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size 2 pattern, with a further 30% needing a size 3.

Furthermore, four children required a size 1_ pant,

which had not been made, and an ad.ditional five

children (8.3%) were too smaj_l_ for a size 1 and

Èherefore would not be able to be fit at a1t. These

children's measurements are incLuded in the appropriate
data analysis.

Si-e of Patterns Avaí1able

The pattern companies cLaim t.hat children, s

patterns are available in sizes 1-6. However in
checking through the current pattern books of Mccarl, s,

Simplicity, and Butterick, it v¡as found that, not aLl
styles were available in every size (see Tab1e 2) .

There e¡ere no children's pat.terns in size 1. The

research arso revealed that If a child required smaLler

than a si-ze 3 pat.tern in the chirdren's size range the

choices become limited. There r^rere no fitted pants in
either size L or 2. pants which were rabelled as smal-l

were actually size 3 to 4.
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lable 2

Pattern Books

Thus, in order.to buy a pattern according to the
child's measurements, one must go int.o the toddler
sizes which are sized I/2 to 3. These si-zes

occasionally appear on the same pattern,. for example,

several patterns came in sizes 1 to 3 toddler, and 4 to
6 children.

The pant pattern reguired for testing had to be

fitted. The style chosen was the most popuJ-ar fit.ted
pant sord in stores. This styre had a straight front
band, no closures, side pockets, and no front pleats.
Many of the available pant patterns were designed for
girls, and were gathered or pleated at the waist.

Sizes

7-6

2-6

3-6

4-6

SIíL

Dresses PanËs (Fitted) Pants (8u17) Others

0

36

6L

2

t_

0

0

60

40

0

0

22

0

22

20

20

38

45

4

29
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Several pant patterns, created

sized small, medium and large,
suitabl-e for this study as the

stretch and therefore would not

fir.

for knit fabric and

would not have been

knit fabric would

be Índicative of proper

The acceptable pattern was availabte in either
sizes 3 to 6 only or in sizes 4 to 6 chiLdren along

with sizes 1 to 3 toddler. Because canadian standard

Sizes start with size 2 and because our populat.ion

required Less than a sj-ze 3t it was decided to use

McCall's pattern #3228 in sizes 1 to 6 in order to
maintain the exact style for all sizes even though this
meant that bot.h size ranges had t.o be used. The

paftern company's waist/hip measurements are identicat
for the toddler or childrent s size range, although

t.oddler' s pat.terns have extra room for diapers.

Age of Sample

The children, s ages in the sample ranged from two

to five years. Table 3 shows the age breakdown

according to gender. The average age of the sample was

3.9 years. The average age of the children who would

wear size 1- through size 5 pants was 4.L years. The

average age of t.he children who were too smaLl for any
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availabl-e pattern was 3 years. There was only one

child in a size 6 pant. That child was 5 years ord. rt
is therefore evident from this research that size is
not dependent on âg€r as previously stated in the
literature review (Canadian Government Standards Board,
1968).

Table 3

Age of Samp'l e by Gender

ges Num.ber of Boys IVum.ber of GÍrLs Totaf
2

3

4

5

TotaI

1 2

I
3

1_0 J-8

L3 21_

J_8

33 27 60
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Fit Of The Pants As Observed By The Judges

Overall Fit of the Pants

The pant size was chosen by the hip girth
measurement and the child was put into a pant which

most closely matched the child's hip measurement. If
the hip girth measurement feIl midway between two

sizes, the wai-st girth measurement was then considered

and was used as the determining factor in choosing the

larger or smaller size. Of the 60 chj_Idren measured,

five were too small to be properly fit into any pant.

They were therefore deemed to be unacceptable in
evaluating fit while wearing the pant. An additÍonaI
four were inadvertently put into the wrong sj_ze of pant

and therefore could not be used at all in the judges'

evaluation of fit.
Three judges evaLuated the overall fit of the pant

while watching the child. jump, climb, sit, and bend.

After rejecting outright the four who were

inadvertently put into the wrong size of pant, only 15

of the remaining 56 children r¡¡ere judged to have

received an acceptable overall fit from the pants. The

canadian standard for fitting children, s clothing says

that if children, s pants are made in two ranges, slim
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and regular, and the leg length has plus or minus 6 cm

in degree of fit, pants should be abl_e to fit 90t of
the population weLl, with 5t fitting reasonably we1l t

and a further 5å fitting not at all. since the pattern
company has only one range, it would be expected that
pants made using t,heir patterns would fit 4SZ of the

children well using a leg length of plus or minus 6 cm.

In the sample tested, the number of children who

obtained an acceptable fit was 15, or 26.8t of the 56.

Testing the hypothesís

The hypothesis posed for this study was: The

overall observed fit of children/ s pants made from a
commercial pattern will not be acceptable for at least
452 of t.he sample.

The significance of the difference between the

Canadian Standard and the actual observed fít was

tested by application of tfre z-test at the .05

probability leve1 (see Table 4) . In the sample, 73.2e"

of the children could not be fitted acceptably. This is
well beyond the expected percentage of 45 and ensures

t,hat the difference is significant and couLd not be due

to chance.
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Table 4

Z-l-est of Si gni fi eanee

The nui-r hypothesis ls rejected and the hypothesis

as stated ls accepted.

.Lll-_Of__Lb,e_ Pant 'ln the Hjp ci rt¡r

The pant chosen for each chi1d, was based on hip
glrt'h. rt would then be assumed that the pants wourd

flt each child in'the hip area unless the pattern
company e¡as arl0wlng more or less ease ln thls area

than the Judges felt acceptable in order to achleve a

garment that hung properly and allowed, for ease of
movement. 

-

The results of the sample test indj.cated that 6lt
of the pants fit acceptably ln tbe hip while the
remainj.ng 39t were t,oo large for the sample. Table 5

shows the acceptabillty of hip girth by slze and,

gender.

statistical anarysis on t,he results indlcates that
there courd be a slgnificant difference between the fit

n

56

t{. Z (obs) z ( .0s)

75 -2.742 -7.644
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in the size 4 to 6 group on the one hand. and the size L

to 3 group on the other, but the sample was too smaLl

in the size 4 to 6 group to be reliab1e.
However, the results lndlcate that, if a pattern is

bought according to hip girth, approximately one-third
of the population wilL not receive a good fit even in
that area. The remainder will have too much ease in the

hip girth to be judged to fit acceptably.

Fit of the Pant in the waist Girth and in combínation

with the Hip Girth

The percentage of children whose pants fit
acceptably in the waist girth was 56.8?. This was

nearly as high overall as the hip girth. It. was

expected that there would be a poorer fit in the waist

than the hip because (a) the pant sizes were selected

by hip not waist size and (b) the waist measurement is
not dependent upon the hip measurement. However, the

waist had erastic in the back which allowed the waists

an average difference of L4 cm between the measurement

of the waist band when the elastic was stretched or

reraxed. The relaxed size vras ress than the designated

waist measurement by an average of 2.5 cm and the

streÈched size was larger than t.he waist measurement by
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Table 5

ÀeceptahÍlity of panf Hig Girth hv pattern qiTe en(i

Gender

Size Gender Accept,able Unacceptable

2 GirLs

Boys

6irLs

Boys

Girl,s

Boys

6irLs

Boys

Girl,s

Boys

4

77

3

I
7

7

2

7

L

0

6

3

I
5

7

5

7

0

0

0

3

5

TotaL 37 20
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by an average of 11.5 cm. Table 6 shows the
acceptability in the waist girth by size and gender.

fn all children, when the waist girth was not
acceptabre, it was too 1arge. Boys were fiÈted better
ín the waist than girls. Although the pattern company

makes no differentiation, the canadian standards expect

boys' waists to be 2 cm larger than girls in comparison

to their hip measurement. This, then, courd. account for
the boys waist fitting 63.39 of the time white the
girls f it onry 47 .62 of the time. when the waist girt,h
measurement of the child was equal to the waist girth
measurement given for the pattern plus or minus L cm,

the number of children with an acceptable fit in the

waist girth rose to 75t.

Therefore, if the patterns were purchased according

to waist girth measurements, it would be expected that.

the waist woul-d fit 752 of the time. This is higher

than was found for the hip girth being acceptable when

the pattern is bought accordíng to the hip girth
measurement.
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Tabl-e 6

AcceÞtahility of Pant Waist Girth by pattern Size and

Gender

The patt.ern companies give only hip and waist girth
for comparison to body measurements. It would be

assumed then, that if the child, s hip and waist girth
fit the dimensions of the pant, that the overalL fit, of
that pant should be acceptabl_e, given a ]eg ]ength of
plus or minus 6 cm. The waist and hip girth fit. the

Size

2

Gender Acceptable UnacceptabJe

3

GÍrls
Boys

GirIs
Boys

6irl.s
Boys

GirJ-s

Boys

GirIs
Boys

TotaT

5

I
L

1_0

1_

L

2

0

L

0

29

5

6

5

3

0

1_

J.

L

0

0

22

5

6
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requirements exactly in eighteen cases but, of these,
only nine were acceptable overall. Therefore , if a

child's measurements are comparabre in the hip and the
waist to the measurements used by the pattern company

as stated on the pattern envelope, and an allowance of
plus or minus 6 cm is used in the 1eg length of the
pattern, a good fit wÍll be achieved only S0å of t.he

time.

Fit of the Pant in the Crotch Length

The fit of the pants in the crotch length was also
observed. The judges recorded whether the crotch
appeared to be an accurate length, t.oo 1ong, or too

short. If the crotch length was too short, Lhe pant

waistline woul-d be observed to pull down in the back

when the child sat or bent over. rf the crotch was too
long it wouLd be evÍdent when ihe child was asked to
sit cross-le9ged, as a crotch which hung too 1ow would

restrÍct the child from spreading his regs open in the

cross-legged position.

In the sample of children observed I 21 .SZ of the
pants were judged to be acceptable in the crotch
length. This is the area which had the lowest

acceptabre rate of those areas that were observed by
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the judges (see Data Collection Sheet, Appendix C).

The crotch length was judged to be an unacceptable

fit ín 72.52 of the sample. Of these, in a1l but one

case they were judged to be too rong. The except.ion was

one that was too short. However, it should be noted

that, while t.he judgres observed and recorded that. the

crotch was too long, they also stated that the crotch
length seemed too short in the back while being too

long overall. Table 7 shows the acceptabij-ity of the
crotch length by size and gender.

In Size 4 to 6, half of the pants (4 out of g) fit
unacceptably in the crotch length. WhiLe this is
better than the overall rate of 72.s2, the numbers here

are not sufficient for a conclusive analysis. The

girls pants vr¡ere unacceptable in the crotch length in
66.7t of the observations as compared to the boys at
75.8t.

Fit of the Pant in the Leg Length

The leg length of the pant was made according

the pattern. It must be noted that, the Canadian

Standards recommends plus or mínus 6 cm to ensure

to
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Table 7

Gender

Size

2

Gender

GÍrIs

Boys

6irls
Boys

GÍrIs

Boys

GirIs
Boys

6irl.s

Acceptable Unacceptable

3

3

4

7

2

L

L

2

0

0

1_4

7

LL

5

L0

0

L

7

L

1_

5

6

Total 37
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proper Ieg length for any hip/waist measurement. The

1eg lengths in the test were judged on the length that
t,he pattern suggested without the pJ.us or minus 6 cm

allowance. Table I shows the acceptabirity of the leg
Iengt,h by size and gender.

Table I
Aeceotabilitv of Pant Leq Lenat-h bv pattern sizo anrt

Gender

SÍze Gender Acceptable UnacceptabLe

2 6irJs
Boys

6irls
Boys

Girl.s

Boys

6irJ,s

Boys

GirJ,s

Boys

4

4

L

5

L

7

2

0

0

0

6 (s)

70 (s) I (7)

3 (s) 2 (7)

7 (s)

0

7 (7)

1(r)

1(r)

L (1)

0

3

5

6

Total J-8 33

s = sJrort 7 = ToDg
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The leg length was acceptable in 35.3t of the

sample. There were 33 unacceptable reg lengths of which

26 were too short, and 7 were too long. In the sizes z

and 3, only 10.79 of the unacceptable feg lengths were

too long. The majority, therefore, were too short.
However, the opposite was true in sizes 4 to 6 where

all the unacceptables were too long.

Ease of Movement

The judges observed the children while wearing t,he

test pant to see if their movement r^ras hindered by the

fit of the pant.. Each child was asked to walk, run,

skip, climb stairs, bend over and sit cross-legged on

the floor. If the child's movements were hindered in
any of these activities as a direct resu.l_t of the pant

fj-t, the pant was judged as unacceptable. Table 9

shows the acceptability of'the pant with regard to the

ease of movement by size and gender.

The percentage of children who had adequate ease of
movement when wearing the pants was 54.9. The

percentage for girls !.Ias 66.7, for boys 46.i. There

was ]ittle difference in the ease of movement in the

sizes. The percentage of children who had. adequate
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ease of movement for sizes 2 and 3 was 55.8, and for
sizes 4 to 6 it, was 50t.

Tab1e 9

Äeeeptability of Pant F:ase of Movement by pattern Size

and Gender

Size Gender

2 Gírl-s

Boys

3 Girls
Boys

4 Girl.s

Boys

5 GírIs

Boys

6 GÍr7s

Boys

Acceptable UnacceptabJ-e

7

I
4

5

7

J.

2

0

0

0

3

7

2

7

0

L

L

J.

L

0

TotaI 28 23
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Comparison Of Fit Of Pants As Determinecr By

Measurement

Summary Statistics of the Sample Body Measurements

The children were measured in the hip girth, waíst

girth, crotch lengt.h, and l-eg length. Table L0 gives a

sunmary of the body measurements. The children's hip
measurements ranged from 50 to 66.5 cm. The

distribution of the hip girth measurements is shown by

the histogram in Figure 6.

The waist girth measurements range from 44.5 to 59

cms. The distributj-on of the waist girth measurements

is shown by the histogram in Figure i. If these two

histograms are compared it can be seen that the

distributions are very similar, as the hip measurement

increases so does the waist measurement at this age.

The crotch lengths ranged from 30 to SS.5 cm and the

leg lengths, t.he greatest úariance, from 44 t.o 69.5 cm.

There were no outl- j-ers in any of these measurements.
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Figure 6. Histogram f or Hip Girt,h Measurements
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Compari son of the Size Designatíons of the Waist-Híp

System for Canadian Standard Si zes for Gir1s anct Boys

and Pattern companv si zes for chirdren for size code

Numbers 2 to 6

Tabres Ll- and l-2 show the waist-hip body dimensions

in centimeters which are used for each size code number

in the two systems. The fit eval_uations were done

using the hip girth measurement, as the prime

determinant. According to the hip girt.h, what the
pattern company desígnated as a size 2, t.he Canadian

Standard designated as a size 4. The pattern company's

patterns most closely compared to the Canadian

standards for girls in the difference between waist and

hip measurements. This may be expectedr ês t.he

patterns in patt.ern books are predominantly for girls
rather than boys. However, the results of this study

show that when the pants were tried on the sample

children they fit a greater percentage of the sample

boys than girls in both the hip and waist. girths (see

Tables 5 and 6).
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Pattern Company's Body Dimensions for Children

Sízes 2 - 6

Table L2

Canada Standards Body Dimensions for Boys and Girls
Si-es2-6ReguJar

Size l¡{aist (cn) HiP (cn)

56

59

61-

64

66

Leg Length (cn)

5L

tra
J¿

53

55

56

54

59

67

72

77

SÍze Waist (cn) Hip (cn) Leg Length(cn)

Bovs GírJ-s

49

s0

5L

52

53

2

3

4

5

6

57

52

53

54

55

50

52 .5

55

57 .5

60

50

55

60

65

70
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The results of t.he difference in the size code

numbers assigned to body dimensions is evid.ent in t.he

sample tested. rt vras expected that the children would

wear mainly size 4t 5, and 6 pants as this is what

their clothing sizes seemed to be. However, t,he

majority fit into the size 2 and 3 patterns. Nine

children tested were too smarr to wear the smallest
pant used ín the st.udy, a síze 2, and would. have

required a size l- or a slze 0 (which is not avairable).
These children would have fit into t.he Canadian

Standards sizes 2 and 3.

The Canadian Standards suggest.s that, a pattern
should be chosen that is one size smaller than

purchased in ready-to-wear clothing (CGBS Can Z-49.5-
M78). The present analysis would conclude that one

wourd have t.o choose a pattern two sizes small-er than

ready-to-wear clothing if that clothing was to be made

in accordance with the Canadian Standards sizing
system.

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the size
designations of the waist-hip system for Canadian

standard sizes and the patt,ern si-zes for children of
size code numbers 2 to 6. This clearly irrustrates the



Figure 8. comparison of size designations of waist/hip systems
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comparison of the sample Body Measurements to those

Used hy the Canada Standards and the pattern Company

The Canada Standards System for the sizÍng of

differences between the two systems.

children's clothing is based on actuar body dimensions.

The size code numbers 2, 3, etc. are assigned. to
cert.ain hip girth dimensions when sizing for t.he lower

body. The hip gÍrth measurements for sizes 2 to 6 are

from 50 cm (síze 2) to 60 cm (size 6). The d.ifference

between the waist and hip girth was estabrished in four
possibilities for each size designation. Each of the

four possibilities was required for a size fitting
range. The f our size ranges are boy, s sIJ_m, boy, s

regular, girI, s slim, and girl's regular. Thus, in any

given size from 2 to 6 in these four ranges, t.he hip
girth is constant, but the waist girth will vary up to
7 cm (see Table 13) . Girls are assigned a waj_st

measurement 2 cm smaller than the boys in any size for
the same hip girt,h. Further, for both boys and girls,
the slim line for both assigns a waist measurement 5 cm

smaller than the regular range for the same hip girth.
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Table 13

nífferenee Retween Hip and waíst Girth for canadian

stan<{ards systems for Boys and Girls (in centimetersl

The girls regular waist girth measurements are from 49

cm (size 2) to 53 cm ( size 6) .

The pat,t,ern company has one size range on1y. The

hip girth measurement is from 56 cm (size Z) to 66 cm

(size 6). The waist girth is from 51 cm (size Z) to 56

cm (size 6). This most closely meets the reguirements

of the difference between the waist and hip girths of
the Canadian Standard for girls' regular range.

The sample included sixty children whose hip girth
measurement varied from 50 cm to 66.5 cm with a mean of
56.8 cm. The waist girth of these chirdren was from

íze
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44.5 cm minimum to 59 cm maximum wÍth a mean of s0.g

cm. (see Table 10 ). The hip and waist measurements of
each child were put into a designated size number

according to the four size rangies of the canadian

standard charts and the range provided by the pattern
company (see figures 9t 10 and 11).

The measurements of 98.3t of the children could be

fit into the canadian standards size cerl-s from size 2

to I in the four size ranges with only one outlier. rn

Figure 9, this is indicated above the size g regular

ceIl. Thís outlier had a walst measurement which was

beyond the outer limits expected by the hip

measurement. Therefore, if the garments were made

according to the CSS specifications, only 1,.72 of the

sample would not be able to be fitted. This is better
than t.he expected 5E that will not fit Canadian

standard sizes. rt should be noted that in the actual
t.esting, pattern sizes up to six were used. If the

sizing had been according to the canadian stand.ards,

garments would have been required up to a sj_ze g (see

Figure 9).
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In the pattern company, s single range, however, the

children were fit into sizes L to 6 with 18 outLiers (9

boys and 9 girls). Figure 11 shows where these

occurred. Two boys and three glrls were smarler than a

slze 1. Three boys and flve girls had waist girth
measurements proportionally too small for their hip
girth measurements. These are shown below size !, size
2, and size 5 celIs. Four boys and one girl had waist
girths proportionately too large for their hip girths.
These are shown above size 3 and size 5 cel1s.

This indicates that 308 of the children coul_d not,

because of their body dimensJ-ons, be fitt.ed int,o an

available pattern size. This is well above the

acceptable 5å by Canadian Standards. This is not just a

problem of proportj_ons but aLso of a sizing system

which does not accommodate children under si_ze L at

all, irrespective of their body proportions. Of the

above 30t, which were outliers, 8.3t required smaller

than size L, a percentage greater than the 5å

considered acceptable by Canadian Standards for t.his
problem.

It folLows, then, that 702 of the chil-dren should

have been able t,o be fitted by the availabte pant
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pattern according to their hip and wai-st measurements.

Consideríng that t,he pattern company covers only one

size range, this is a higher percentage of the sample

than would be expected. However, the number of
children actually well-fitted in the pant when tried on

v¡as only 26.8%. Thus, even though the waj-st and hip
measurement may match the pattern requirements, the

pant.s will not, necessarily fit. The problem ries not

with the body dimensions used but rather with the

pattern proportions.

Comparison of the nimen.qions of the pattern

The dimensions of a pattern shoul-d include the body

dimension plus wearing ease. Uearíng ease is the

amount added to a pattern over and above the body

dimension to allow extra room for ease of movement and

comfort in the garment. In addition, design ease may be

added. The pant style used was chosen because it was

fitted and should not have design ease.

The areas of the pattern examined for the amount of
wearing ease added were the waist circumference, hip
circumference, and the crotch rength of the patt.ern

divided ínto the front and back rise. The canadian
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government sets out standards for the dimensions of
childrents v¡ear. The one used for thÍs comparison r^ras

children' s long dress pants (CAN2-4 g .29-yI-7 g) .

The hip measurement was used for comparing rather
than the si-ze designation. Thus the hip girth of s3 cm

in the pattern was compared with the dimensions for the
híp girth 52.5 cm in the canadian standards. Table 1,4

sets out the differences in dimension between those of
the pattern used for testing and those considered
acceptable by Canadian Standard Systems.

ine¡sia¡,t
The critical di_mensions are those whÍch are

essential to a good fit and must be within the
tolerances specified. These dimensions are designated
to allow adequate ease for movement and comfort,
without allowing excess ease which courd restrict.
movement.

There are other dimensions which require only a

minimum specification. The garment, dimensions should

not be less than the dimensions given. These

dimensions, however, could be greater if the style
requires it. The outseam dimension given is for the
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regular range. This can be plus or minus 6 cm for a

short or long fitting range.

Critíca1 dimensions

The waist. measurement of the pant with the el-astic
relaxed is crj-tica1 to the f it of the pant. fn
comparing the canadian standard to the pattern used,

the pattern was within the torerance of plus or minus 2

cm. rn each size the waist dimension r^ras 2 cm rarger

than reconmended. This was borne out in the results
when the fit of t,he pant vras jud.ged visuarryr âs in all
cases where the waist dimension was unacceptabre the

waist, was found to be too loose.

The second critical dimension is the crotch rength,

which is composed of the front rise plus the back rise.
rn the overall- crotch measurement, t.he pattern ÌÀIas 3. s

cm shorter than the canadian standards critical length

for the pattern size Lt 2 cm short. in the size Zt but

approximately the same for sizes 3 to 6. However, when

the front and back rises r^¡ere measured separately, it
vÍas found in each case that the pat.t,ern rengt.hs were

longer in t.he front rise and shorter in the back rise
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than the criticar measurements reconmended by canadian

Standard sizing. In pattern sizes !, Zt and 3 the

front. and back rises were the same rength, whereas the

canadian standard recommends a ? cm to g cm difference,
with the back longer. When the pants were judged

visually, the crotch length was unacceptabl_e in 72.52

percent of the children tested. The measurements of

the patt,ern ident.ify where the problem is in t.he

pattern dimensions of the crotch length. The crotch

measurement is too short, overall in size 1 and 2 and is
incorrectly divided between front and back ín alL

sizes.

Furthermore, sizes 1 to 3 are toddler patterns.

These patterns are supposed to arrow additionar room

for diapers. The children in the test did not wear

diapers, and thus it was assumed. that the pants might

then be too long in the crotch length for the test
group. The findings, however, show that the crot.ch

length was shorter in the small sizes than was

reconmended by canadian standard systems for chÍrdren,
whereas in the larger sizes the totar crotch lengt.h was

acceptable.
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Minimum dimen.qions

The hip circumference of the pant must meet a
minimum measurement in order to assure adequate room

for movement. This amount may i-ncrease according to
the pant. style. The pant used in the test was chosen

because of its close fit. There $¡ere no pleats or
gaÈhers in the pant front; therefore, it would be

assumed that, the measurement of the hip circumference

of the patterns should be close to that. reconmended by

the Canadian Standard.

The results show that in sizes one to three, the
hip circumference was about 5 cm greater than

reconmended, while in the larger sizes it vras from 2.5

cm to 4 cm greater. Once again, sizes i- to 3 \^rere made

for toddlers, and the pattern company states that there
is extra room for diapers. pattern sizes 4 to 6 a1low

an average of 8.5 cm ease while sizes l_ to 3 aj-Iow an

average of L2 cm ease. This extra 3.5 cm is for d.iaper

room. The pants, when judged in the hip area, were

observed to be too large in 3iZ of the children. AII
but one of these children were wearing sj_ze 2 or 3.

Since these children r.\rere trying on pants sized for
toddrers, it follows that the extra diaper room wouLd
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have made them large in this area even t.hough t.he

actual measurements were only slight.ry greater than the

recommended minimum.

The waist circumference of pants made with an

elastic waistband and no waistband closure must stretch
to a minimum circumference so that the pants may be

puIIed on and off easily. The stretched elastic
measurement of the test, pants was accept,able in sizes j_

Èo 3 | while sizes 4 to 6 were 3.5 cm to 4. S cm short of
the mÍnimum required. This did not, creat.e any

noticeable problems when the pants rrrere being tried on

for judging.

The final dimension of the test. patterns measured

was the outseam. The minimum length reconìmended by the

Canadian Standard System is for the regular range feg

length. This can be adjusted plus or mj_nus 6 cm for
the short or long size range. The Èest. pants in sizes

1 to 3 were all 6 cm shorter than the recommended

length. The ones in sizes 4 to 6 were on an average 3.3

cm shorter than reconmended. This was evident. in the
judging of the pants on the children. Twenty-six of
the 33 chil-dren whose pant leg lengths were

unaccept.able were judged to be t.oo short. This means
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that 50.9å or one-half of the total sampre population

tried on pants which were too short for them.

Discussion of Results

Most commercial patterns used by Canadj-ans are

produced 1n the Uníted States and. do not follow the

canadian specifications. Arl these pattern companies

adhere to the same body di-mensions for their sizing. rn

addition, t,here is only one size range in children's
patterns. In comparison, the Canadian Standard syst.em

recommends the use of two size ranges for child.ren, s

long pants, slim and regular, each of which are in
three leg lengths. By doing this, 958 of alr children
should be able to be fit adequately. If it could be

shown that the body measurements used by the pattern
company could also fit the majority of t.he population,
it would be concluded that, although the body

dimensi-ons used for the si-ze cerl-s differed, the sizing
system would be acceptable.

The children in the sample fit wit,hin the canadian

St,andard size code numbers 2 to 8 in two size ranges

with only one child not fitting into any size cel_I.

canadian standrrds states that 5t of the popuration

will not fit int.o any size cerl. This sampre has only
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l.7z which cannot be accommodated by the canadian

Standards SysÈem.

rn the sizing system used by the pattern companies,

these same children fell lnto size code numbers 1 to 6

with five children too smalr for a size number L and a
further thi-rteen children outside the range provided.
This means that 30s of the sampre could not be fitted
into any size ceIl of the patterns accordi-ng to waist.

and hip measurements. This is not acceptable accord.ing
to the specifications set out by the canadian standards
Board.

Furthermore, whiLe canadian st.andards st.at.es t.hat.

90* of the popuration should be able to be fitt.ed weLl

in clot.hing made to their specífications, it vüas found
that when the pants were tried on the sample onry 26.gz
could be wel-l fitted, even t,hough ioz of the children
could fit by measurement into a size cell. Taking into
consideration that the pattern company has only one

size range, at least 458 of the sample should have

obtained an acceptabre fit. rn the investigation (see

Chapter L, Statement of the problem) carried out by the
researcher prior to the study, a conmon comment was

Èhat "too many arterations had t.o be done" in order to
fit their children. This is borne ouÈ by t.he resuLts.
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rn comparing the two sets of size indicator body

di-mensions there were four areas worthy of note:
1. The size range used by the pattern companies

most closely follows the regular girl's range in
Canadian St,andard Sizes. This is t.o be expected

considering that. most chirdren, s pat.terns are made for
gir1s.

2. The sj-ze code numbers used by the pattern
company do not correspond to t.he size code numbers used

by canada standards. A size 4 patt.ern is approxirnately

a size 6 Canada Standards.

3. The leg length given for any hip measurement in
the patterns wourd faIl into what canadian standard

sizes labers its "short" 1ine. These are approximatery
6 cm shorter than the regular Ìine. This gives

credence to comments made in the investigational st,udy

when the women responded that the pat.terns were made

for short stocky children.
4. The crotch length was not acceptable. In

measuring the pattern di-mensions and comparing them to
the canadian specifications, it was found that the back

crotch length was too short whire the front crotch
lengt.h was too long even though the total- crotch lengt.h

v/as fairly cLose. while this was not recorded on the
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data coll-ection sheets in a measurable manner, when

evaluating the pants it was pointed out by the judges

that the pant back pulled down when the child sat or
bent over. This was uncomfortable for the chlld as he

had to repeatedly pull them up. At the same t.i_me, the
appearance from the front was that the crotch was too
low. This was especially evident. when the child tried
to sit cross-legged and the low crotch length would

bind his legs. These two observatj-ons further indicate
that the division of the totar crotch length between

the front and back rise should be changed. as the

Canadian Specifications have indicated.
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Chapter 6

Conclugions

This study was carried out to investigate the fit
of children's pants made from commercial patterns. The

pants were made up in pat,tern sizes 2 and 3 toddrer and

4 to 6 children. The pants $¡ere tried on 60 children
aged two to six and the fit evai-uated. The children/ s

body measurement.s were then compared to both the
pattern company body dimensions and the canada sÈandard

body dimensÍons to see which of these two systems more

closely reflected the actual dimensíons. The pant

dimensions were also measured and compared to the
Canada Standards for long dress pants. The following
conclusions were drawn from the data analysis:

1-. The McCaII, s pattern 3228 does not fit an

acceptable percentage of the population for which it is
intended. The patterns sized for children begin at
hip/waist measurements which are too large for some

children. These children then must !ùear the next

smaller range which are primarily designed for
toddrers. Even :-ìi€rrr there are some chirdren too smarl-
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for this range who cannot be fitted at aII. It is
recommended that t.he pattern company create the
chil-dren's patterns at size one-half to accommodate t.he

smaller children. Furthermore, the toddLer size range

should continue to be made from size one-half to size
three to accommodate the full range of toddlers.
Children will be bet,t,er fitted if the pattern was

available in both size ranges.

2. When the pant,s were tried on the children, only
50t of the children in this study whose waist and. hip
dimensions were identical to the pattern's body

measurements received an acceptable fit. Buying

patterns by the waist/hip measurement of the child
will, therefore, not secure an acceptable fit. This

conclusion is símilar to that drawn by Hooten (1960)

and Babcock (1970) in their studies of ladies'
patterns.

3. The body measurements used by Canada Standard

Sizes and the pattern companies differ. When purchasing

a patt,ern from a pattern company, one should buy two

sizes smalLer than t.hat required by Canada Standards.

4. This study found that, whi-Ie the body

measurement.s of 98å of the sample couLd fit ínto a

Canada Standard Size cell, only 702 could fit into a
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pattern company size cell. It is thus concluded that,
on the basis of body measurements al_one, the pattern
company patterns will require al,terations by the sewer

for 308 of the population.

5. The patterns f or pants vrere found to be s j_zed.

for children in the short range. This could mean that.
an addition of up to 6 cm for chj-ldren of regular
height and up t.o 12 cm for talÌ chirdren woutd need to
be added to pant length t.o receive the proper fit.

6. The crotch length of the pant pat,tern does not
fit, children properly. while the overarl crotch length
is acceptable, the front rise needs t,o be shortened,

while the back rise should be 1engthened.

Further Study

Very little study has been done on children's
clothing and much more work is required. However, as a

resuLt of t.his thesis, there are several areas which

invite investigation:
1. Only one pattern style r^Ias examined for this

study. It would be useful to see if similar problerns

were evident in patterns using the whoLe body, such as

dresses and jumpsuits.
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2. This test used both toddlers' and children's
sized patterns in order to fit the sample populatÍon.

rt would be herpful to repeat the test using children's
pattern sizes 4 to 6 only on a larger sample of
children. Also, the toddrers' pattern courd be t,ested

on a sampÌe of children who stili- were in diapers.

3. À similar pat.tern from four pattern companies

could be made up and compared for fit on a sample of
children. This could clarify any doubt as to the

reliability of this test using only one pattern
company.
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Appendix A

Ouestionnaíre on the Sewerst Satisfaction
with Comrnercia'l Childrents patterns



QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE SEIITER I S SATISFACTION
WITH COMMERCIÀL CHILDREN'S PÀTTERNS

This questionnaire is directed to those who sew chil-dren's clothi¡g
f rrrnr coninìercial patterns ( in sizes 2 to 6x). ÀI1 inf ormation isstr ictll' conf idential.

SHEILA NEWBÀTT
GRADUÀTE STUDENT

CLOTHING and TEXTILE DEPARTMENT
UNIVERSITY of MANITOBA



EASE CIRCLE THE ÀPPROPRIÀTE

Do you sevr' or have you sewn
(

RESPONSE TO EÀCH QUESTION.

chi ldrenrs clothing ?
up to size 6x )

NO

If you responded yES, ls it because of: a)
c)
e)

STYLE
IMPROVED FIT
OTHER

YEIJ

b ) ECONOMTCS
d ) CREATIVITY

l./hen rleterrnirring ¡rattern size, do you compare the
chi 1,1 '¡ l:,'¡fy rueasr.rrements to the measurements
giverr c.ln tlre patbern envelope?

If you responded NO, is it because of:

Dr) yau trriw,rrry oI the followlng lterns? a
c
e

tF you sEw cHILDREN'S PÀNTS, PLEASE ÀNSI^¡ER
PLEASE PROCEED TO QIJESTION 9.

a ) NO CHILD IN ÀGE GROIJP
b) TIME INVOLVED
c) FITTING PROBLEMS
d ) OTHER

YES NO

DRES SES
PANTS
OUTERT.¡EAR

QUESTIONS 6,

b ) Tc)P5
,l ) PYJAMAS

7 and 8. IF NOT,

Do you fit the pants on the chlrd durlng corlstructlon?

Do you sew the pants wlthout alterlng the pattern?

If you alter the pattern
( CIRCTE ÀLt THÀT APP

you: INCREÀSE

a ) !{ÀI ST
b) HIP
c ) LEG LENGTH
d ) CROTCH LENGTH

of chi ldren 'spatter ns ?
ga r me nts

YES

YES

DECREÀSE

a.) I^iAI ST
b) HIP
c ) LEG LËNGTH
rI ) CROTCH LENGTH

YES

NO

NO

,do
LY)

fifr'
Are you satisf
that are sewn

ied with the fit
from commercial NO

i{hy?

)
A

Please a,ld
back of the

,?lìy f urther cotntrrentg otì the f lt of chtt,lrt-.1ìrs ¡ratter¡s, (-)li
paper,
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Appendix B

Letter to Daycare Centres
T,etter to Parents wi th Consent Form



THE UNIVERSITY OF NÍ/TNITOEJ\ FÂCULTY OF HUI!{AN ECOLOCY
Deparrmenr of Ctorhing ¡nd Texriles

Winnipeg, lvfaniroba
Canadr RIT 2N2

(204) {7{-8 D7

I am a graduaEe sE,udent in Ehe DepartmenE of Clothing and Text,iles atEhe UniversiEy of ManiEoba, working under Èhe supervision of professor
B. Shannon. For my þlasterrs thesis, f am evaluating Èhe fic of child-ren t s pants sewn from commercial paE,Eerns.

I am requesting your permission, subject Eo parenEal consenE,, to usethe children in your day care. Each child witl be measured in rhewaisE girE,h, hip girrh, crocch length, and leg length.
f n addit,ion, each child will be asked to Ery on a pair of panr,s which
are closest in size to his/her neasurenent,s. Each child whä p"rEici-
paEes wiII receive a small gift.

The study should take less Ehan ten minut,es per child. Ir would beaPpreciated if a staff member could be present r.riLh Èhe childrenthroughout,, as Èhey could be nervous wiLh unfamiliar people.

A1l inforrnaÈion will be confidencial and individual measuremenE,s rviIlnot in any way be identified in this study. This proposal has beenapproved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Human'Ecology.

I as¡ a nother of five children and have caught, nursery school. I will
conduct the study at your convenience and iñ an manner vhich would
leasL disE,urb your children and your schedule.

Letuers of consenE will be provided for the parenEs; I enclose a copy
for your examinat,ion. A summary of the results of this study will beavailable t,o all parÈicipaEing day cares.
'.Chank you in advance f or your cooperaEion.

Yours sincerely,

Sheila Newbar.r (Mrs. )

Professor E. Shannon



.HE 
UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA F/TCULTY OF HUMAN ECOLOGY

Deparrmenr of Clothing and Texriles
Winnipeg, Maniroba
Canada RIT 2N2

(2M) 474-8t37

in this sÈudy,
it to your day

Dear parent:

I am a graduate student, in the Department, of Clothing and Textiles at,
!h" University of l"lanitoba, working under the supervision of prof essorB. Shannon. For my Master's thesis, I am evaluaEing the fiE of child-
ren t s pant.s se\{n f rom commercial patE,erns.

Your childrs day care centre has agreed to allow me to conduct a scudyin the day care centre, subjecu to parenEal approval. Each child will
be measured in the waist girch, hip girth, crotch length, and 1eglength.

fn addit,ion, each child will be asked to Ery on a pair of pants which
are c.losest. in size to his/her measurements. Each child whó partici-
pates will receive a sma11 gift.

The study should t,ake Iess than ten minutes per chi1d, and a staff
member will be present aE all Eimes during Ehe study. I am a mother of
five children and have taughE nursery schóo1. The màasuremenEs will betaken in a way t.hat least, disturbs your child.
AII information will be confidential and individual measurements will
noE in any way be identified in this sEudy. This proposal has beenapProved by the Ethics Commit,E,ee of the Faculty of Iluman Ecology.

rf you are willing Eo allow your child to parricipaÈe
please fill out the consent form enclosed and r.eturn
care director as soon as possible.

Thank you for your cooperation.
contact, ne aE. my home number,

Yours sincerel y ,

Sheila NewbaEt (i"lrs. )

Professor E. Shannon

For furEher information, please
or at the university,

I, parent of
consent Eo allow him/her Eo parricipare in Ehe above sEudy

Date

at day care,

rf part-Lime, please indicate the days and times in aE,Eendance:
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Appendix C

nata Colleetion Sheet

Criteria for Evaluating Fit of pants



CHTLD NUMBER:

PATTERN SIZE

MEASUREMENTS

FIT EVALUATION

USED:

DAY CARE CENTRE

JUDGE

CHILD I S
BODY

DIMENS IONS

PATTERN B0DY DIMENSI0NS (cm.
2 3 4 5 6

I.JATST GIRTH 51 52 53 55 56

HIP GIRTH (s6) (se) 61 64 66

CROTCH LENGTH 45 ,2 48 50. s 52 .2 54

EG LENGTH 54 59 67 72 77

ACC EPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

I,JAIST

Too Tisht Too Loose

HIP

CROTCH

Too Tisht Too Low

LENGTH

Too Short Too Lons

EASE of
MOVEMENT

I

I

I

OVERALL



WAIST

Acceprabi e:

Unacceptabl e

El-e

Àcceptabl. e:

Unacceptabl e

CROTCiÌ

Àcce¡,L.ìl.lI E:

Unacceptabl e

E.â.SE OF MOVEMENT

Acceptabl e:

Unacceptabl e

tlRI'j'ERIÀ FCR EVALLIA?ING FIT OF FAi\TS

i-Iarscband rs cornf ortabi y snugr
Eiasc:.c sirows no s:gn oÉ excessLve strecchrng
Waistbanci snug enough Eo keep panfs l_n piace

Waistband is too tighr. ¡or cor."fort
Wa:scband is too I oose to keep panrs t-:t pl ac=

fio Ë:icess foicis of fabric
No horlzontal nor d.:agonal wrlnl.:Ies
No <itsrortion of grainl ines
Siie seams perpendicul ar to f i oot:

Too tight ( wrinkl es )
Too Ioose (foicis)
Grai::l ines Cistorteo
Seami:.nes distorteci

Cc¡¡nf or tabl. ¿. - Dc.¡uc i-rot b:.,-l
Ëigil. enougir to ai i ow ci:-rnt:nq. =cc.No more than 4 cm. ( f .5 in. ) l ower chan boiy at ri:E
crotch

Too tigiìt ( binis )
Too L ow ( hind.ers moveme:rr )

Not restrictive in any lnârrr:ÉÍ

Di f f icui t to benci over
D:-ificul.t to raise iegs
Difficul.t to slt
E:<cess fa¡ric bo¿hersome

l-;\/F!'lr t lDÞFÀÞÀr.rri;l

Acceptable: Appear ro fit weI I .

Length j.s approx. r.5 crri. irorn the ijoor
Nc obv:-ous strains or pui ls cr. the f abr:-c
llo excess f abric whrch wii i l:inCer rnove:r.en:
or clstort the appeara:lce.

Ur¡acceptab). e: Appears to f it poorl. y
Length too short or too Iong.
Wrinkles anci/or excess foId,s i;r fa¡rrc wì:ich
d:.stort appearance.


